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Abstract
While data science is often imagined as a dispassionate

and objective process of extracting information from data,

ethnographic work has identified that affect and emotion

play an important role in shaping data science practice. In

this paper, we consider how HCI/psychology approaches

might contribute to the further development of these ex-

ploratory findings, and inform the development of methods

to enhance data scientists’ awareness of when affect dy-

namics may be influencing their practice.
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Introduction
In what ways do affect and emotion shape people’s engage-

ment in Data Science tasks? How might these affective en-

gagements impact upon results and outputs? How can we

help Data Scientists to become more aware of how affective

dynamics might be influencing their practice?

Within the popular imaginary, data science is often framed

as a process in which the scientist engages in the dispas-



sionate pursuit of an objective result or outcome. However,

this model asks much of a data scientist. Even ignoring the

potential for the research topic to be an emotive one for the

data scientist, the process of pursuing a goal-driven activity

is regarded within the psychology literature as essentially

an emotional one [2].

There is currently little understanding of the affective dy-

namics of data scientists’ engagements with their practice,

nor how these dynamics may impact upon the outputs pro-

duced and the wider social implications. Across various

research and activist communities there is a growing de-

mand to address issues of justice, reflexivity and context in

practices of data handling, data analysis and visualisation,

and machine learning and AI. For example, at conferences

such as Data Justice 2018, Data Power 2015/17/19, ACM

FAT* and Data4blacklives, and in the work of academics [4,

5, 10].

We argue that if we are to influence the development of

data science as a just and socially beneficial practice, an

important component of this work will be to foster critical

and reflexive practices within the Data Science community.

To do this, a much deeper understanding of the affective

and emotional dynamics at play when data scientists do

their work is required, as are ways to operationalise these

findings within the Data Science practitioner context.

The nature of the relationship between data and emotion

has rarely been examined [6]. Only the work of [9] and [6]

draws attention to the importance of understanding the

emotional dynamics of how people make sense of data.

However, as Kitchin identifies, subjectivities, and thus feel-

ings, emotions and affects, are a key component in the

complex data assemblages that frame "what is possible,

desirable and expected of data" [7](p. 24).

Pilot ethnographic research identified that feeling, emotion

and affect play an important role in how Data Scientists en-

gage with the inputs, outputs and practices of a simple ma-

chine learning task [1]. Through participant observation and

interviews with members of a small data science project

team, they observed complex affective dynamics in relation

to every stage of the data mining process: data acquisition,

data cleaning, building a classifier, and the numerical and

visual outputs. They also observed that the ways in which

feeling and emotion framed participants’ understanding and

empathy with the people behind the data - the data sub-

jects.

Importantly, they also observed that these emotional utter-

ances were only made explicitly in individual interviews. In

project team meetings, email communications and project

reports these affective dynamics were hidden from team

members, suggesting teams were often unaware of the

emotional undercurrents shaping participants’ engage-

ments with the project. The research findings suggested

that these affective dynamics may have impacted upon cru-

cial decisions, including a decision to oversample to achieve

a high, but ultimately for the end-users implausible, level of

predictive accuracy for their model.

While these early findings point to a key area for further in-

vestigation, the findings of a small-scale pilot ethnographic

study such as [1] are challenging to translate for, and achieve

credibility within, much of the Data Science community. Our

research direction aims to build on this initial work in an in-

terdisciplinary collaboration between Critical Data Studies

(cultural/information studies) and HCI (psychology).

From an HCI/psychology perspective, we may approach

this topic in terms of the emotional dynamics in goal pursuit

[2]. Goals may be abstract/concrete and distal/immediate;

they may interlink so that single actions serve multiple



goals, or compete so progress towards one goal impedes

progress to another [8]. The Control Theory Framework

maps out a hierarchy by which goals may arrange to form

structured and meaningful behaviour in individuals [3]. An

example hierarchy that may begin to explain the affective

dynamics of data science practice is shown in Table 1.

Demonstrate effective Data Scientist profile ↓ How? ↓

Complete the current project well

Develop a strong model

Improve data fit

Add/remove variables

Use data analysis interface

Extend arm and click mouse button ↑ Why? ↑

Table 1: Possible hierarchy of goals for a data scientist

At each point, we can examine how one expects to achieve

their goal and move down the hierarchy. Conversely, at

each point we can examine why and move up the hierar-

chy. Ultimately, even the grandest goals require low-level

actions to progress. Goal-directed behaviour is regarded to

directly impact experienced affect [2] - affect indicates the

rate of progression towards a goal. Positive progress to-

wards a goal (or away from an aversive goal) is experienced

as positive affect and the reverse as negative affect [2].

This structure may explain the affect experienced by the DS

researchers in the prior ethnographic study [1]:

• Progress towards the goal complete the current project

well is uncertain: there are many ways for this to oc-

cur, perhaps it wasn’t clear what that would look like.

• The goal of develop a strong model may be viewed

as having a particular process (e.,g improve data fit)

• Attention may be focused on lower goals where more

positive progress can be seen. What constitutes a

strong model is abstract and subject to others’ eval-

uation, whereas positive progress towards improve

data-fit is concrete and inarguable: one number is

bigger than the other.

• The process of data preparation is described as be-

ing painful. The value of data preparation may not be

appreciated, or potentially, this activity may be seen

as interfering with progress towards other goals.

• The higher-tier goals are not attended to, progress

on complete the current project well is not monitored

as DS researchers get off track. Alternatively, DS

researchers misinterpret the improve data fit goal as

being a direct route to achieve the higher goal.

We envisage that through such an integration of Critical

Data Studies and HCI approaches to the study of the af-

fective dynamics of Data Science practices, we might also

be able to develop new types of recommendations that en-

hance practice. For example, beyond integrating emotional

awareness into the teaching of critical and reflective Data

Science practice, we hope that integrating methods and

techniques from HCI will allow us to develop and test dif-

ferent forms of guidance and alerts that may help enhance

data scientists’ awareness of when affective dynamics may

be influencing their practice, for example:

• Education of Data Scientists on appropriate monitor-

ing of project goals e.g. Data cleaning is an essential

part of the progress towards a goal.

• Locking out behaviours for Data Scientists until early

work is completed i.e. to address the temptation to



analyse data ahead of it being ready / frustration that

tools (toys) to use are in plain sight.

• Effective management that is able to identify that

Data Scientists’ goals are off track.

• Self-monitoring notifications to nudge attention to-

wards higher goal of develop a strong model e.g.

Warnings on overfitting, require users specify a target

for each session, interface reminders that the user

has tried [x ] model variants in a particular session.
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